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ENGLISH SECOND LANGUAGE STUDENTS IN A GRADE 11 BIOLOGY
CLASS: RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN LANGUAGE AND LEARNING

Introduction

In a study on the status of ESL in British Columbia schools, Naylor (1994) reports that
teachers are unsure about how to teach ESL students in mainstream classes. Krug ly-
Smolska (1995) also reports that the teachers in her study "seemed ill-equipped to deal
with students experiencing language difficulties in their classrooms" (p. 54).

For ESL students, learning academic content is complex. ESL students need to learn the
English language and to use that language for learning. Their success as learners depends
both on the acquisition of English language skills and academic content (Mohan, 1986).
There is strong evidence that ESL students need from 4 to 6 years to acquire the level of
English language proficiency required to participate fully in classroom settings
(Cummins, 1981; Wong-Filmore, 1986). These research findings suggest that there is a
need to examine ESL students' learning in mainstream academic classes in an effort to
provide support for both ESL students and teachers.

Purpose

The purpose of this study was to explore and gain an understanding of ESL students'
participation and learning in a grade 11 biology classes in a secondary school in
Vancouver. This paper reports on one aspect of the study - the mediational role of
language in learning biology terms and concepts. The main question guiding this aspect
of the study was: What are the relationships betWeen language and ESL students'
learning of biology terms and concepts? This question was explored by focussing on:

a) Teaching: how the teacher explains terms and concepts.
b) Learning: how students interpret terms and concepts in the teacher's oral

explanations and written questions.

Educational Significance

The significance of this study lies in the provision of insights into particular language and
content-related issues associated with both the learning and teaching of science in a
mainstream secondary science classroom. Firstly, the present study extends the focus of
the science education literature on students' learning in science to include particular
groupsi.e., ESL students. In particular, this study enhances our understanding of the
role of language in ESL students' learning of science concepts. Secondly, this study
provides insights into the nature of scientific discourse during oral and written teaching
tasks. Overall, the findings of this study support other attempts at enhancing the learning
and teaching of both language and content in academic content courses (Early, 1990,
Kessler, Quinn & Fathman, 1992, Roessingh, 1998).
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Studies on Language and Science

Lemke (1990) explored how language is used in secondary schools to communicate and
construct meanings in science. A significant finding of his study is that learning science
involves learning how to successfully talk science. A limitation of Lemke's study is that
it does not address how students with limited English language proficiency (LEP) may be
helped to successfully learn to talk science.

A few studies have attempted to redress this limitation. Lee & Fradd (1996) examined
the oral, written and pictorial representations that elementary students used in describing,
interpreting, and summarizing science activities. Students from three diverse language
backgrounds participated in the study. Their findings highlight the specific difficulties
that students experience in developing and expressing their understandings. For
example, LEP students had difficulties communicating science in written form. Lee &
Fradd (1996) recommend that students be provided with concrete experiences connected
with written and pictorial representations to facilitate students' comprehension and
expression of science content.

Duran, Dugan & Weffer (1998) describe LEP learners in terms of the cognitive and
linguistic tools they employed during science instruction. Participants were a
homogeneous group of students whose first language was Spanish. The study examined
the way iri which 14 grade-10 biology students constructed an understanding of concepts
as a result of instructional activity that engaged them in the practice of talking and
writing science. A significant finding of this study was that LEP students' required
detailed, explicit instruction about how to put biology content into language. To this
effect, diagrams and visual representations played a critical role in establishing a shared
context for constructing meaning.

The present study builds upon and extends the work of the preceding studies by
exploring:

1. the ways in which the oral and written language used by the teacher mediated
ESL students' learning of biology terms and concepts,

2. the role of peers in mediating ESL students' learning, and
3. the ways in which ESL students' prior knowledge of concepts mediated concept

learning.

Theoretical Framework

Sociocultural Theories of Learning

This study is situated within a social-constructivist framework and specifically draws
upon the works of Vygotsky (1962,1978, 1987) and Wertsch (1991, 1998). According to
Vygotsky (1978), a distinguishing characteristic of higher mental processes is that
psychological tools mediate it. Unlike material tools that are externally oriented and
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mediate between human hand and object of action, psychological tools are internally
oriented and transform mental functions. Psychological tools such as signs and sign
systems (e.g., language, mnemonic techniques, diagrams, maps, writing, and drawings)
mediate the learning of concepts.

Wertsch (1998) argues that all human action, whether it involves an individual acting
alone or engaging in social interactions, is mediated action. In his work, Vygotsky
emphasized two kinds of mediational means: signs and sign systems (especially the use
of language) and interpersonal relations (Daniels, 1996). The latter type of mediation can
also be described as mediation through another person (Kozulin, 1990). In addition,
learning concepts is also mediated by the prior knowledge and experiences of the learner
(Dewey, 1938, Vygotsky, 1987). In this regard, Dewey (1938) maintains that what is
learned in one situation provides the starting point for further learning. A fundamental
assumption underlying this paper is that three types of mediational means mediate
students' learning in classrooms: sign systems (particularly language), interpersonal
relations such as teacher-student social interactions and the learners' prior knowledge and
experiences.

Learners use mediational means during social interactions to make sense of the actions or
activities that surround them. External sign mediators such as diagrams or language first
serve a social or communicative function before becoming an internal psychological
process. Individuals therefore first make sense of talk and activity at the social or
interpersonal level and then at the individual or intrapersonal level (Vygotsky, 1978).
Daniels (1996, p. 10) points out that, "The social does not become individual by a process
of simple transmission. Individuals construct their own sense from socially available
meanings." The learner thus uses existing or prior knowledge and experiences to
interpret new knowledge and experiences (Ausubel, 1963). Learners therefore
reconstruct the talk and activities of the social plane (Scott, 1998). Hence, a second
assumption underlying this paper is that learning involves both a social and a personal
construction of meaning.

Theories about Second Language Learning

A commonly held view of second language learning is that learning a word in a second
language is mediated by ones knowledge of the meaning of the word in the first language
(Vygotsky, 1986). According to Vygotsky (1986), when a child learns a second language
the child "uses the semantics of the native language as its foundation" (p. 160). That is
the child uses his or her prior knowledge of the meanings of words in the first language to
learn the meanings of words in the second language. In this way, the native or first
language is used "as a mediator between the world of objects and the new language" (p.
161). Vygotsky (1986) elaborates further that, "we use word meanings that are already
well developed in the native language, and only translate them" (p. 157).

Research findings in second language learning support the idea that meanings
underlying words in the first language mediate second language learning by meanings
being transferred to the second language (McGroarty, 1992). In these instances, the child
"has only to acquire a new label in [the second language] for an already existing concept"
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(Cummins, 1992, p. 22). The assumption, that students are learning a new label for an
available word or concept in their first language, has been questioned (Allen, 1991). As
the findings of this study show, translation of words from the first language into the
second language does not necessarily convey the conceptual meanings underlying the
new word.

Theories about Language

Halliday (1998) contends that language or grammar transforms human experience into
meaning. Grammar imposes categories on our perceptions of phenomena-that is it sets
up a theory of experience, modeling the complex interaction between the human
organism and the environment. This modeling has for the most part been interpreted as
"a largely passive process of correspondence" where the term or concept "simply reflects,
or codifies something that is out there" (Halliday, 1998, p. 187). This modeling view of
language is reflected in traditional notions of teaching where new terms and concepts are
taught by showing and/ describing the thing or object. Halliday (1998) argues that
language or grammar does not merely reflect things or objects. There are many ways that
the phenomena of our experience relate to one another and grammar imposes a
categorization so that similar terms and concepts are grouped together. Grammar
therefore construes phenomena into classes and taxonomies (classes of classes) so that
teaching and learning a term or concept involves contrasting the term with other terms
within classes and taxonomies.

While Halliday's view of language applies to both everyday and scientific language,
terms and concepts expressed in everyday life are easier to comprehend because of the
structure of the language. Our everyday experiences are construed around the category of
"process"-that is in the form of a grammatical unit, a clause consisting of a nominal
group (noun), verbal group (verb), adjectives, adverbs or prepositions and conjunctions
(Halliday, 1998). In the following example (an everyday experience), two clauses are
related by the conjunction "so."

"The girl swam very fast across the pool so she was tired."
Clause relator clause

Students construct everyday experiences using the above form of grammatical pattern
and reasoning.

Scientific language, on the other hand, is often characterised by an elaborated
grammatical pattern that consists of nominal groups connected by a verbal group
(Halliday, 1998). A 'group' is an expanded word (in this case around a noun).
A biology text example is:

Rapid changes in the rate of evolution are caused by
Nominal group relator/verbal group

external events.
nominal group

The example of the girl swimming will be used to illustrate how this elaborated
grammatical pattern is constructed.
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Everyday Language: The girl swam very fast so she was tired.
Clause conjunction clause

Scientific Language:
The fast swim of the girl across the pool resulted in tiredness.

Nominal group verbal group nominal group

During the above grammatical transformation (characteristic of scientific language)- a
process (first clause) and/ a quality (second clause) are transformed into nominal groups
and reworded as a single clause. Hence, during science instruction, both ESL and non-
ESL students encounter scientific language written or expressed in this elaborated
grammatical style, a form of discourse unfamiliar to them.

Scientific language has also evolved as a result of mainly nominalization-that is turning
verbs and adjectives into nouns (Halliday, 1998). Halliday uses the following example to
illustrate the process of nominalization. A process such as "move" is observed,
generalized, and then theorized about. In this way, the process becomes a virtual entity
"motion". The process "move" is now transformed into a noun functioning as thing. The
word "motion", a noun, now has the potential to be expanded into a taxonomy (e.g.,
linear motion, orbital motion, periodic motion) and functions as a theoretical abstraction
within a taxonomic structure. The register of science is characterized by such technical
taxonomies of virtual objects. An important implication of this type of language structure
is that teaching terms and concepts in science involves more than showing and
describing; it involves comparing and contrasting virtual objects within taxonomies.

Scientific language is also characterized by discourses of reasoning such as drawing
conclusions from observations, thesis-evidence-conclusion, compare/contrast,
cause/effect, and problem/solution where language is used for the functions of
hypothesizing, predicting, explaining, inferring, generalizing, classifying, and problem-
solving (, Halliday, 1998; Lemke, 1990; Sutton, 1992).

The differences in grammatical and reasoning patterns between everyday language and
scientific language often act as barriers in students' construction of meanings. It is often
the case that the specialized vocabulary and grammar necessary for talking and writing in
science may not be part of most students' everyday experiences. This suggests that
greater intervention and guidance may be necessary in the case of ESL students, most of
who are still in the process of learning English grammar and figures of speech.
As Halliday (1998, p. 223) points out, "Children first construe experience in the clausal
form, in the grammar of daily life. For them the nominalizing grammar of scientific
discourse demands a massive act of reconstruction, one of the major barriers to the
technical, discipline-based knowledge of secondary education."

In this paper, the above theories of learning and language will be used to analyse data and
support findings.
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Data were collected primarily using participant observation and interviewing techniques
(Atkinson & Hammers ley, 1994). Fifty seventy-minute lessons were observed over the
eight-month period. In addition, I accompanied students on three field trips.
Participants' social interactions in the classroom and field trips were recorded in copious
field notes. Forty classroom lessons including selected small group activities were audio
recorded and eight lessons were video-recorded. Two semi-structured interviews, one at
the beginning of the project and one at the end of the project, were used to elicit students'
backgrounds, views about learning, language, science and their experiences as research
participants. As well, participants filled out a short questionnaire about their personal
and prior school experiences at the beginning of the project. In addition, a number of
short interviews were conducted with individual and groups of students during the course
of the year. These short interviews focussed on students' specific experiences and /or
difficulties in understanding concepts during lessons. Students written assignments,
laboratory write-ups and tests were also collected to assist in the triangulation of data.

Analysis

The analysis of data is consistent with a sociocultural approach to development. Rogoff,
Radziszewska and Masiello(1995) maintain that individual, social and cultural analyses
are inseparable. They contend that the aim of this approach "is to understand the
developmental processes involved in activities, at the level of individual, interpersonal,
and community (or cultural) processes" (Rogoff et al., p. 129). Furthermore, they suggest
that any of these planes of observation can be the focus of analysis with the other planes
acting as the background. This sociocultural approach is applied to the analysis of ESL
students' learning in the present study. Data were analyzed by focusing on the
contributions of individual students as the interacted with the teacher and other students
during whole class and small group interactions. The analysis was conducted within the
larger context of the community (For example: how did family or cultural expectations
influence students' interactions in class?-N.B. not addressed in this paper)

The diagram below illustrates how the three planes of observation are woven together
into the fabric of the analyses.

Figure 1: Interconnecting planes of observation
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All interviews with individual and groups of students were transcribed verbatim.
Transcripts of interviews and field notes were coded in terms of categories taken from the
interview protocol and on emergent categories from the transcripts. Examples of coding
categories were biography-language (bio-lang), biography-prior schooling (bio-school),
learning, science concepts, participation, group work, teaching strategies, language
difficulties. Field notes also described the events and activities recorded on audio and
videotapes. As field notes were coded, selected excerpts of audio and video recordings
were transcribed verbatim. Background questionnaires, note on informal discussions with
the teacher and students' written work were used to supplement information and
triangulate data.

The analysis of results took place at two levels:
1) a general level focussing on the mediational role of the three

psychological tools in ESL students' learning
2) a more specific level focusing on the role of the structure of scientific

language on ESL students' learning.

Some illustrative examples are presented in the next section.

Results and Analysis

Teacher Mediation

Teaching concepts within taxonomies

Context: During a whole class lesson, the teacher explains the concept "bilateral
symmetry"

Symmetry

Radial
e.g., jellyfish

picture

showing

dome-shaped
container

demonstrating

Figure 2: Teacher explanation of "Bilateral"
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In this example, the teacher explains the meaning of a concept by contrasting bilateral
and radial within a taxonomy. This example illustrates that teaching words and concepts
involves more than simply showing and telling. It involves showing the relationships
between terms and concepts within taxonomies.

This example also illustrates the variety of mediational means the teacher used to support
ESL students in their learning of both language and science. The teacher

1. supplemented verbal explanations with visual aids to engage students in
science learning

2. situated learning in contexts that were accessible to students through multiple
teaching representations (e.g., visual demonstrations, everyday examples)

Nominalization of Terms

Context: During the section on structure-function relationships, the teacher introduces
the concept "adaptation" to students and compares it to adapt. He compares the terms
adapt and adaptation at two levels-their grammatical function and their meanings.

Adaptation-noun-
refers to a thing

E.g., Feature-
length of a bird's
hp.A

Adapt -verb-refers
to a process

E.g., to change

Figure 3: Nominalization-turning a verb into a noun

In this example, a scientific concept was formed by a verb changing into a noun
(nominalization). "Adaptation" is now functioning as an entity that exists as part of a
theory on Living Things. The teacher is making students aware of how scientific
language is created. At the same time, he is talking about language and contrasting the
terms within a grammatical and a semantic taxonomy.

9
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The Mediational Role of Prior Knowledge

Concept transfer from L1 to L2

Context: A Spanish-speaking student explained how she had difficulty relating the
meaning of the term 'earlobe' to the shape of a leaf during a lesson on Plants.

Teacher - points to
earlobes to highlight shape

of leaf of plant Gingko Biloba

Spanish

Gindar =earlobe

refers to "hanging" I

Figure 4: Concept transfer

Student- did
not link shape of
leaf to earlobes

English

earlobe

refers to "shape"

In this example there is partial overlap of meaning. The concept in Ll (Spanish) and L2
(English) refer to the same thing (earlobe) but emphasize different features. This
example highlights the notion that translation of words from the first language into the
second language does not necessarily convey the conceptual meanings underlying the
new word.

Peer Mediation

Interpreting Worksheet Questions

Context: During group work, an ESL student asked for the meaning of "essential" in the
worksheet question "Why is water essential to all Sponges?" Another student explained
the meaning as "necessary."

Interpretation 1
Peer mediation supports both language and science learning.

Interpretation 2
It is interesting to note that the student responded with the term "necessary.' The word
"essential" and "necessary" are terms that elicit functional explanations related to

10
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conditions of life. These terms become conceptually central to constructing discourses of
reasoning in biology.

Table 1: Summary of Findings

Traditional Views Results Show
Talking about language is not a part of
biology teaching.

Talking about language is integral to
biology teaching and learning. Scientific
language is characterized by verbs and
adjectives that are nominalized.

Words are labels for things-teach meanings
of concepts by showing and/or describing.

Teaching involves more than showing
and/describing concepts in isolation
includes contrasting and learning in
relation to taxonomies

If the learner knows the general meaning of
English words, then she/he should be able
to interpret written questions.

English words in science worksheets often
elicit functional explanations that support
the construction of discourses of reasoning.

If a learner knows a concept in her/his first
language (L1), then learning the concept in
the second language (L2) is merely a
matter of learning new "labels" (Cummins,
1992)

New labels in L2 may refer to a different
set of features associated with the concept.

Issues Raised by findings

Should science teaching include language teaching?
Is knowledge of a concept in the first language simply transferred to the second
language?
How does teacher discourse mediate science learning - supporting the learning of
individual words and concepts or constructing a discourse of reasoning?

Discussion

While evidence shows that the teacher and peers mediated ESL students' learning of
science concepts, the findings of this study illuminate the subtle and complex
relationships between language and learning during biology teaching and learning.
The findings of this study contribute to and support the findings of Lee & Fradd (1996)
and Duran et. al. (1998) about using visual graphics and demonstrations to enhance
science learning among ESL students. This study also extends these findings by
highlighting other ways in which language may be used to enhance both language and
science learning. More importantly, this study reveals the significant role of
language/grammar in constructing scientific language and discourses of reasoning.

11
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The findings of this study reveal that the teacher:
1 discussed grammatical ideas such as nominalization of verbs, and the

meaning and morphology of words.
2. contrasted concepts, terms and examples within scientific taxonomies
3. used non-scientific words (in worksheets) that elicited structure-function

relationships and specific ways of reasoning in biology.

These findings challenge:
1 the notion that the job of the science teacher is to teach science and not

language aspects.
2. traditional notions of language teaching where words are taught by

showing and/or explaining the meanings.

The findings of this study also show that ESL students':
1. prior knowledge of concepts in the first language (L1) was not directly

transferred to the second language (L2).
2. general knowledge of English words did not assist them in interpreting

biology worksheet questions.

These findings challenge the notion that:
1. the child "has only to acquire a new label in [the second language] for an

already existing concept" (Cummins, 1992, p. 22).
2. if students' have a general knowledge of words and concepts, they should

not have difficulty interpreting these words in written questions.

The assumption that ESL students already understand what a concept means because they
have learned the concept in their first language cannot be taken for granted.
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